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Summary. Incidental finding of pancreatic focalities has increased thanks to a larger use of radiological examinations (Ultrasound, CT). The differential diagnosis between focal inflammatory and heteroplastic disease is
frequently complicated by the wide spectrum of lesions and by the aspecificity of clinical and medical history,
as well as of imaging findings. MRI is the second level choice of examination thanks to its higher intrinsic
contrast resolution and parametric capability (1); furthermore, the use of Diffusion Weighted Imaging (DWI)
sequences provides additional diagnostic informations. (www.actabiomedica.it)
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Diffusion Weighted Imaging sequences
DWI is a recent improvement in tissue characterization capacity, which provides functional information based on H2O molecules movements in intra and
extracellular spaces and across cytoplasmic membrane,
in order to produce high intrinsic contrast images (3).
These sequences (spin echo T2-weighted modified) are acquired with different degree of dependence
to diffusion signal, according to both span and duration of the gradient applications as well as the time
interval between them.
These variables are summarized by the numeric
value of a quantitative index known as b factor (sec/
mm2); higher values of b factor cause T2 weighting to
decrease while diffusion weighting to increase.
In parenchymatous organs (which in physiological conditions present an isotropic pattern of diffusivity) with b values of 500, the contribution of diffusion
sequence is moderate and T2 effects prevails; between

500 and 700 the diffusion weighted increases further,
while images obtained with b 800-000 are strongly
diffusion weighted.
Tissues with free diffusion (low cell densities,
cystic lesions, colliquative necrosis, angiomas) show
hyperintensity for low to intermediate b values; at the
same time, the signal intensity reduces as the b value
increases (3-5).
In particular, for images obtained with low and
intermediate b values (50-700), the signal depends on
both T2 and perfusion effects, the latter reflecting molecular movements within the microcirculation vascular system.
Tissues with restricted diffusion (inflammation,
increased cellular density, fibrosis, cytotoxic oedema,
abscesses (coagulation necrosis), mucoproteins, cell size
changes and altered membrane permeability, show hyperintensity signal for high b values (800-1000) (3-5).
An increase of cellular density is closely related
to a reduction of free diffusion of water molecules,
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although not all lesions with positive restriction on
DWI are malignancies (Fig. 1).
DWI sequences are obtained using low (between
0 and 50 s/mm2), intermediate (400-600 s/mm2) and
high b values (800-1000 s/mm2) according to the diagnostic concern and allow both a qualitative (diffusionweighted images and apparent diffusion coefficient
(ADC) map, that represents a parametric figure) and
quantitative assessment (map can be evaluated numerically in post processing by calculating apparent
diffusion coefficient (ADC) within regions of interest
(ROI) for each individual pixel examined (6).
Quantitative analysis is conditioned by the appropriate choice of b values: for example, exclusive use
of high b values allows to assess only the contribution
made by cellular cramming/fibrosis (restricted diffusion), while free diffusion effects on ADC numeric
value are reduced. Furthermore, since different histopathological components (desmoplasia, fibrosis, necrosis, increased cellularity, inflammatory cell infiltration) are present in variable percentages (8-10) within
individual examined focality, the quantitative analysis
in differential diagnosis between “mass forming focal
pancreatitis” (MFFP) and focal pancreatic cancer (PC)
is not a reliable parameter (10).
Another aspect to consider is the T2 shinethrough: very prolonged T2 relaxation time tissues
show hyperintensity signal for higher b values even if
diffusion is free (falsely positive restriction).
Thus, valuation of the ADC maps allows to distinguish whether an high signal on diffusion-weighted
images is really related to a restricted diffusion or depends on the T2 shine-through effect.

Figure 1. Small cephalopancreatic cyst containing mucoproteins. (A) T1 weighted sequence shows a fluid-fluid level with
hyperintensity of declive protein component. (B) Weak hyperintensity of overlying liquid component in T2w sequence. (CD) DWI sequences with b values 0 and 800 show restricted
diffusion due to viscosity contenent (false positive)

For example, in presence of colliquative necrosis, the ADC map allows to identify this artifact by
showing a high intensity signal instead of hypointensity, that is indicative of restricted diffusion. The use
of DWI sequences in the MRI study protocols still
presents a positive cost-benefit ratio because of its low
cost and the relative short duration of the acquisition.

Table 1. Pancreatic focal lesions (1, 2, 11)
Non Neoplastic

Neoplastic*

Mass forming focal pancreatitis (MFFP)
Pseudocyst
Groove pancreatitis
Pancreatic focal lipomatosis
Intrapancreatic accessory spleen
Pancreatic exophytic lobulation
Pancreatic sarcoidosis

Ductal adenocarcinoma
NET
Solid pseudopapillary neoplasm
Pancreatic lymphoma
Pancreatoblastoma
PEComa
Serous cystadenoma
Mucinous cystadenoma
Intraductal papillary mucinous neoplasm (IPMN)
Metastasis
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Pancreatic focal lesions
Neoplastic lesions of pancreas/periampullary region may arise from the exocrine or endocrine glandular component, the pancreatic ductal epithelium,
the bile duct epithelium, the Vater papilla and from
the duodenum. Moreover they may be solid (adenocarcinoma, acinar cell carcinoma, NET, pancreatoblastoma) and prone to necrotic-cystic alterations, as well
as cystic (serous cystadenoma, mucinous cystadenoma
and IPMN) (11).
The biological behavior is variable and an early diagnosis is the only factor able to improve the prognosis
in presence of malignant lesions .
Clinical features: frequently absent in presence of
accidental injury (for example non secreting NET, focal ADK, accessory intrapancreatic spleen); non specific signs such as vague epigastric tenderness and
slight increase of amylase and lipase 8 are sometimes
found in presence of focal pancreatitis or pancreatic
disagreement secondary to a heteroplastic process.
Focal lesions rarely cause obstructive complications with typical clinical manifestations of chronic

Figure 2. Small accessory spleen of pancreatic tail. (A-B) Diffusion weighted sequences respectively in b0 and b1000 value
show gradual increase in signal intensity in parallel to splenic
parenchyma
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pancreatitis, advanced cancer (epigastric pain, jaundice, weight loss) or NET related syndromes (2).
Imaging: MRI aims to characterizing the lesion in
order to guide the diagnostic procedure (radiological
follow-up vs biopsy); differential diagnosis is complicated because certain lesions are rare and do not show
any typical radiological aspect and others (adk, NET)
sometimes demonstrate atypical imaging features .
MRI Protocol: envisages axial and coronal Turbo
Spin Echo T2 weighted sequences, axial T1 weighted
sequences in phase and in opposition phase (T1 dual
gradient echo), diffusion-weighted sequences, 2D and
3D cholangiographic sequences (MRCP) to evaluate
biliary tree anatomy, T1 weighted sequences (GRE
Spoiled 3D) before and after gadolinium intravenous
administration (dose of 0.1 mmol/kg, injection rate of
1.5-2 ml/s and injection duration of about 5-8 s) acquired in the arterial, venous and late phase to 20-40 s,
45-65 s, and 3-5 min respectively (16).
ADK: accounts for 85%-95% of malignant pancreatic lesions with prognosis closely related to early
diagnosis and generally better before onset of symptoms; the survival rate is approximately <20% at one
year and <5% at 5 years).
Pancreatic adenocarcinoma is localized predominantly in head (60-70%), less frequently in body (1020%) and tail (5-10%), with a males – females ratio of
3:1 and incidence increasing with age (average age at
diagnosis of about 71 years).
Risk factors are both hereditary (familiar pancreatic cancer, Peutz-Jeghers, Li-Fraumeni and Linch
syndrome, familiar adenomatous polyposis, FAMMM, hereditary pancreatitis and mutations of p16 and
BRCA-2), and acquired (old age, cigarette smoking,
diabetes mellitus, chronic pancreatitis, alcohol, smoking and obesity).
The most widely used biomarker is CA19.9 with
sensitivity of 60-70% and specificity of 70-85% (20).
Overall post-operative survival rate at 4 years for patients undergoing resection of small lesions (<2 cm)
histologically proven as ductal adenocarcinomas (T1)
of pancreas was reported at 78%.
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In 10% of cases the contrast enhancement pattern
is atypical because it looks isovascular compared to the
remaining parenchyma in the portal phase.
In absence of mass effect, alteration of the profile, focal swelling and/or loss of pancreatic lobulation,
the indirect signs to be evaluated are: bile ducts and/
or Wirsung duct dilatation (double duct sign), atrophy
of the parenchyma proximal to the lesion and one or
more secondary ducts dilatation. Intralesional cysticnecrotic degeneration is rarely present (8%) (2).
Diffusion-weighted sequences show greater signal
intensity for increased b values (800-1000), according
to its hypercellularity and desmoplastic stromal component (11).

NET (Neuroendocrine Tumor)
Figure 3. Focal cephalopancreatic ADK. (A) Diffusionweighted sequence with b200 value shows modest hyperintensity signal riferible to oedematous associated component. (B)
Diffusion-weighted sequence with b800 value shows hyperintensity signal indicative of high cellularity/desmoplastic component. (C-D, arterial and late phase respectively) sequences
(T1 3D Spoiled GRE) with mdc show progressive enhancement indicative of desmoplastic component

Imaging: adk is usually hypointense both in T1
weighted and T2 weighted sequences, hypovascular in
arterial phase with pattern of progressive enhancement
in portal and late phase related to its high desmoplastic
component (2).

Represent 1-2% of pancreatic neoplasms, more
frequently after 50 years old and with slight predominance in males.
There are secreting lesions (causing characteristic
syndromes) and non secreting (unrecognized if small);
the percentage of malignancy grows with size and is
greater in not secreting forms, with malignancy rate
between 60% and 92% .
It is possible to find association with MEN 1,Von
Hippel-Lindau disease, neurofibromatosis type 1 and
tuberous sclerosis.

Table 2. Neuroendocrine Tumors
Tumor

Malignancy

Intrapancreatic location

Functioning (15-52%)
Insulinoma

		
10,00%
90,00%

Signs and Symptoms
Hypoglycemia

Gastrinoma
60,00%
25-60%
			

Zollinger-Ellison syndrome with peptic
ulceration and diarrhea

Glucagonoma
70,00%
>90% (prediliction body-tail)
			

Weight loss, diabetes, diarrhea, migratory
erythema

VIPoma
>75%
90% - (prediliction tail)
			

Werner-Morrison syndrome with diarrhea and
ipokaliemia

Somatostatinoma

Gallstones, weight loss, steatorrhea, diabetes

50,00%

50,00%

Non functioning (15-50%)
90,00%
Predidilction for pancreatic head
			

Abdominal pain and distention, jaundice, weight
loss, gastrointestinal bleeding
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Metastases

Figure 4. Cystic form of Neuroendocrine tumor (NET). (A)
Round cystic lesion of pancreatic isthmus with high signal intensity of wall concentric nodular thickening at 800-b value (reduced signal to noise ratio) as to restricted diffusion. (B) (T1w
arterial phase) Intense contrast enhancement of the wall solid
component with the central portion of the lesion that shows
homogeneous fluid signal

Imaging: typical NETs are hypointense in T1
weighted and hyperintense in T2 weighted images;
dynamic sequences show significant arterial wash-in
(both secreting and not secreting) with homogeneous enhancement; sometimes show heterogeneous or
ring enhancement (necrotico -cystic degeneration is
quite frequent). Atypical forms of well differentiated
neuroendocrine tumors (benign) have a moderate cellularity and are highlighted for medium-low b values
in diffusion-weighted images; in absence of an high
vascular component show hypointensity in the arterial
phase.
Rarely these tumours in atypical form may contain fibrous intralesional tissue, causing low intensity
signal in T2 weighted sequences and lower contrast
enhancement in the arterial phase.
Poorly differentiated NET (malignant) are hypercellulated and in diffusion weighted sequences show
greater intensity signal for higher b values .

Incidence of pancreatic localizations ranges between 3% and 12% in autoptic studies of diffuse metastatic disease. Pancreatic metastases mainly originate
from lymphoma, osteosarcoma, melanoma, primitive
kidney, lung, gastro-intestinal tract and breast tumours
and are almost always associated with disseminated lesions because of their late manifestation (1).
Pancreatic involvement is possible both in cephalopancreatic and body-tail region with solitary (50%70%), multifocal (5% -10%) or diffuse lesions (15%44%) (2).
Clinical signs and symptoms are not specific: abdominal pain, weight loss, gastrointestinal bleeding,
anemia and diabetic ketoacidosis, while 50%-83% of
patients are asymptomatic.
Secondary lesions, arising from renal cell carcinoma (RCC), represent an exception since up to 80%
of patients have no metastases in other organs (2).
Imaging: small lesions with well-defined margins
usually show hypointensity in T1w and hyperintensity
in T2w images; however, signal is variable depending

Figure 5. (A) Pancreatic metastases of renal cell carcinoma
(RCC) show hyperintensity in diffusion-weighted sequences
with b200 value. (B) T1 3D Spoiled GRE with mdc, lesions
show high wash-in in arterial phase
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on the origin of the tumour and its histological grading. Hypervascular metastases of small dimensions
usually have uniform enhancement, while larger lesions may show a ring of peripheral enhancement and
central necrotic portion (differential diagnosis with
NET necrotic cystic); while hypovascular metastases
(lung, breast and colon) present issues of differential
diagnosis with adenocarcinoma.
Metastases of renal cell carcinoma (RCC) are
typically hypointense in T1w and hyperintense on
T2w images with high early wash-in.
Metastases of melanoma differ according to the
content of melanin, which has paramagnetic properties, justifying high intensity signal in T1w and isohypointensity in T2w sequences; on the other hand,
in presence of amelanotic melanoma, show an iso-hypointensity in T1w sequences.

Focal chronic pancreatitis
It is a focal inflammatory lesion predominantly localized in cephalopancreatic region, which goes into differential diagnosis with adk (it is not uncommon that an
inflammatory component is associated to an underlying
neoplasm); it is responsible for up to 5% -10% of pancreasectomies for suspect malignancy. Exacerbations lead to
a gradual replacement of pancreatic parenchyma with fibrotic tissue and constitute a risk factor for heteroplasia
(2% of cases after 10 years and 6% after 20 years). Clinical signs and symptoms such as epigastric pain, obstructive jaundice, weight loss, anemia and modest increase of
amylase and lipase are not specific findings.
Imaging: adk and focal pancreatitis have similar
signal intensity in T1w and T2 w sequences, in particular, in T1w images there is a focal swelling characterized by hypointensity signal secondary to oedema and
fibrosis; in T2 w sequences MFFP shows variable signal
intensity: hyperintensity during acute phase caused by
lesional edema and adjacent adipose tissue stranding
while in chronic phase is predominantly characterized
by hypontensity due to fibrosis. In dynamic sequences
it is possible to identify a focal hypontensity in arterial
phase with progressive wash in during the venous-late
phase due to fibrous tissue (22); this behavior is similar
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to adenocarcinoma because of its desmoplastic component, that usually presents a later peak of enhancement.
In lesions with low/absent fibrotic intralesional component, MFFP can show heterogeneous enhancement in
arterial phase (9). Indirect signs, although poorly specific, may be useful in differential diagnosis with adenocarcinoma: biliary-pancreatic ducts not dilated crossing the lesion with gradual reduction of caliber (“sign
of penetrating duct”), irregularities (‘’crown of rosary”)
of main pancreatic duct, calcification and/or moderate parenchymal atrophy suggest a diagnosis of focal
pancreatitis (2); on the other hand, abrupt cessation
of main pancreatic duct with marked upstream dilatation and atrophy of the parenchyma are more frequent
in adenocarcinoma. In addition, a high ratio between
Wirsung caliber duct and pancreas width is also highly
associated to adenocarcinoma. Obviously, double duct
sign, infiltration of peripancreatic adipose tissue, arterial
encasement and locoregional venous vessels thrombosis
are strongly related with advanced stage of ADK (22).
Focal chronic pancreatitis exacerbation can show
restricted diffusion related to high inflammatory in-

Figure 6. MFFP exacerbation. Diffusion weighted sequences
with b100 (A) and b800 (B) respectively show focal hyperintensity of pancreatic head. (C) ADC map confirms restricted
diffusion. (D) T1 3D Spoiled GRE with mdc shows progressive
enhancement related to presence of a fibrous component of
MFFP in venous phase.
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Imaging: groove fibrotic tissue is hypointense in
T1w and iso-hypointense in T2w sequence; it shows
typical enhancement with progressive wash-in during the dynamic phase, while the segmental form goes
into differential diagnosis with adenocarcinoma (7).
The smooth stenosis of the intrapancreatic portion of
the common bile duct and the thickening with cystic
dysplasia of the duodenal wall is considered extrapancreatic signs.
Conclusions

Figure 7. MRI follow-up one month later shows negative findings in diffusion weighted sequences with b100 (A) and b800
value (B), indicating acute phase resolution

filtration and granulation tissue in addition to the fibrotic component (23).
Autoimmune pancreatitis (AIP): represents 25%
of focal pancreatitis whose common features are linfoplasmocitary infiltration (as a result of histological
exam) and a high level of G4 immunoglobulin in serum. Association with other autoimmune diseases is
possible, such as inflammatory bowel disease, primary
sclerosing cholangitis and Sjogren’s syndrome; clinical
and laboratory findings improve after corticosteroids
treatment (22).
Imaging: the diffused form shows a generalized
glandular enlargement (“sausage shape”) and failure
of Wirsung duct visualization, while focal variants go
into differential diagnosis with adenocarcinoma (2).
Groove pancreatitis: rare form of pancreatitis
with unknown pathogenesis located in the pancreatic-duodenal groove, that is a space localized between
cephalopancreatic region, duodenal C and main biliar
duct. There are two known forms of groove pancreatitis: a segmental form involving pancreatic head and the
groove space and a pure form that involves only groove
space. Clinically is characterized by the presence of recurrent vomiting caused by duodenal obstruction .

Patients presenting both aspecific clinical information and atypical enhancement pattern may benefit
from diffusion weighted sequences which show high
sensitivity to small lesions (0.5-1 cm) (25-34) although
not always useful in differential diagnosis between
heteroplastic lesion and MFFP. In such cases, after
therapy, MRI should be performed during follow-up
to detect any changes in imaging findings; whenever
clinical and radiological findings remain unchanged,
bioptic evaluation is required.
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